Bert & Ernie’s Great Adventures
Pirates Playset

Ahoy, mateys!
Search for buried treasure with this printable pirate playset.

Instructions:

1. Print out the playset pages on paper or card stock and carefully cut out the characters along the grey lines.

2. Fold each character along the dotted lines to form a base.

3. Use a glue stick or tape to attach the front of the character to the back side.

4. Carefully cut out the scenery and the two support sections.

5. Fold the support sections along the dotted lines. Glue these to the back side of the scenery. The support sections should be attached to the far right and left sides of the scenery. Glue the supports about 1/2 inch above the bottom of the scenery.

Parent Tips:

* With your child, act out his favorite episodes of Bert and Ernie’s Great Adventures.

* Take turns hiding the treasure chest in your child’s room! Give clues to help each other find it. How many steps should you take? Should you look high or low?

* Bert and Ernie used the socks they found in the treasure chest to help them sail back to their ship. What else could you do with a treasure chest of socks — make a sock puppet?

* Invite your child to make up her own adventure on the high seas with pirates Bert and Ernie. What happens in the beginning, middle, and end of her story?
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